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My Favorite Perfins – Part VIII 
Steve Endicott (LM#2284) 

This issue of my favorite and most unusual U.S. 
perfins discusses the area of Schermack perfins, 
which was an important portion of the display at the 
2008 St. Louis convention.  This will be the last in 
this series of articles. 
 
In the early 20th century, sheets of imperforate 
stamps were sold to private firms who then cut the 
sheets into strips, pasting them together as coil strips 
for their stamp vending machines.  They added 
distinct private perforations to these strips, which are 
documented in the Scott’s Specialized Catalog of US 
Stamps.  One of the more well-known of these 
vending machine companies is the Schermack 
Company of Detroit, Michigan, who purchased the 
Mailometer Company.  These private coils are very 
collectable philatelic items, with or without perfins. 
 
We are interested in these stamps obviously because 
perfin patterns were added to some.  Although quite 
difficult to find (none are currently rated below B, 
and some are rated A+), the ones we most often see 
are those documented in the Design section of the 
Catalog of United States Perfins.  These patterns 
consist of a set of 9 or 12 square hole patterns, with 
some holes deliberately missing.  The patterns are 
always read from the front of the stamp.  The pattern 
is described and listed by the identification of the 
pins in the squares that are missing. 
 
When found, these difficult philatelic items are most 

often seen on the 1 and 2 cent early Franklin-
Washington head series.  Two examples on the 4 
cent denomination are shown here.  
 
The items displayed at the St. Louis Convention 
included even more remarkable and unusual of these 
difficult to obtain philatelic items.  For instance, 
Schermack stamps are shown with commercial 
perfin patterns instead of the square design patterns.  
And, three Schermack precancelled perfins (prepers) 
were displayed.  One of the 4 cent items displayed 
includes the paste-up of two coil strips. 
 
Up until this point, the discussion and displays have 
focused on the Schermack coil stamps with their 
distinctive rectangular perforations.  Other private 
perforations were used by other companies as is 
documented in Scott’s Specialized;  two perfins from 
the Mailometer Company with examples of different 
private perforations are shown – one with the design 
perfin pattern that we often refer to as “a 
Schermack” and the other with a commercial perfin 
pattern.  The authenticity of the private perforations 
on this second commercial perfin pattern have been 
questioned by some collectors. 
 
As always, I would enjoy hearing from anyone 
regarding perfins that they own on Schermacks.  All 
comments are most welcome.  My contact 
information is on page 2 of this Bulletin.   

Unidentified Perfins on Canadian Stamps 
Barry Senior (#3924) 

Every once in a while a stamp will come along with 
a perfin that hasn`t been previously documented. 
Shown below are 2 examples found on Canadian 
stamps. The first has what appears to be “HIL” or 
“MIL” while the other is clearly “GL”.  
 
The size of the perfin on the 3 cent stamp is larger 
than regulations would allow and this might indicate 
that it was a revenue cancellation of some sort. The 

perfin on the 1 cent stamp looks to be ok from a size 
standpoint but there is no record of it in the Canadian 
handbook. It has a split ring postal cancel dated 
April 18, 1917 from PR____, ONT.  
 
Can anyone help with any information on either of 
these patterns? Any help would be greatly 
appreciated.  Contact Barry Senior, 4 Whiteway 
Place, Clarenville  NL A5A 2B5, CANADA, email:  
barry.senior@nf.sympatico.ca 
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